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Dear Lisa, please forward this email to the members of the Council . Thank you so much. Maryellie Johnson
Dear All,
I was the first member of the Celltower Committee, the WCAC, invited by John Mullins in 2014.
I hope you will receive positively the following few conclusions that I have reached over the 7 years I have been
involved:
The Council will have a much easier time dealing with applications from carriers if they act more pro-actively and
obtain expert counsel as to possible cell tower additions which abide by our existing Design Standards.
Throughout the years, I have observed the Council scrambling to understand the possible inadequacies of Crown
Castle’s proposals without any guide and reference point as to what will actually work on our hilly terrain and
preserve the rural beauty of our town.
Expert advice would clarify in broad terms if an application by a carrier actually improves cellphone coverage or
mostly improves internet streaming. Are you absolutely sure that Crown Castle’s current application improves
cellphone coverage as much as it facilitates 4G streaming? Yes, cell coverage is important, the safety of every single
one of our children is our paramount concern.
I was gratified to see you zeroing in at last with concern about the addition of other carriers' cell tower installations
if the current Crown Castle application is approved. If I understand correctly, there will be no way to stop a
proliferation of cell towers close by. Exceptions to the Design Standards granted to Crown Castle now will set the
precedent for the future. You shouldn’t worry about delays in approval now, because the impact of your decision
will be huge . (Yes, I do appreciate the pressure of the shot clocks).
It is not just the unfortunate homeowner who happens to live where the cell tower will be placed who will suffer a
large reduction in the value of his/her home. Everyone’s real estate value will go down, because of the path we will
be on.
I also served 2 8-year terms on Hillsborough’s Financial Committee. We are a unique town with no commercial
business, purely residential. Real estate values have increased significantly, and our expenses have been wisely
managed by the Council. I do not know how much you have paid our outside law firms, but I’m certain that we
could have tech advice for much less. Moreover, this is a totally legitimate and beneficial use of funds. And we can
afford this kind of assistance.
My plea is for more pro-active behavior. Less re-active behavior, waiting for another application from a carrier
whose motivation is profit, not the benefit of Hillsborough residents. This means so much to all of us.
Respectfully,
Maryellie Johnson
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Dear Paul and Council members,
This is a follow up letter to our prior letter dated May 30th. Please include it in the record for
the 6/28 meeting.
Thank you for taking into consideration our concerns with the location of H31m2. We
appreciate the discussion council had at the 6/3 meeting and the clera direction to town staff to
further evaluate two potential alternate sites - H31m1 (located at the intersection of Ralston
and Pullman) and H31m5 (located 20 feet or so further on Pullman). We appreciate the extra
work Paul and town staff are doing in analyzing the pros and cons of alternate sites.
We wanted to clarify why we thought H31m5 was preferable over H31m1. Simply, it was
based on reading of the town code which says as much as possible we should avoid poles at
intersections given the safety risks involved. Given the emphasis on safety, it seems undue
risk to put the tower at the intersection with the large volume of the ground box. Also given
the ongoing discussion and lack of clarity on size of the equipment box for future colocation
requirements, it seems it is safer to just pick the available alternate site which has a lot more
space and less likely to be hit by any car or come in a pedestrian way.
As far as we understand, the main benefit of H31m5 over H31m1 is only from an aesthetics
perspective. We think all towers pose a challenge from aesthetics perspective, and would urge
focus on safety of drivers and pedestrians, and space for potential for bigger equipment
cabinet in the future and as the primary considerations. As we have discussed before, the
H31m5 meets Crown castle's coverage objectives (see attached exhibit), and also is at least 74
feet away from the nearest residential dwelling.   We are no ways dismissive of H31m1 - but
simply it seemed that H31m5 was a better option.
Paul - we would also welcome the chance to meet and discuss various options if helpful to
your and staff's determination of final recommendation.
Please find attached exhibits which include CrownCastle's slides on the alternate sites and
google map based estimate of the setbacks of the alternate site H31m5.
Thank you for your consideration
Raj and Jean Parekh
Gary and Lynn Goodman

Crown Castle had explored 3 alternate sites for H31m2
(from exhibit 9.06 from application)
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Alternate location H31m5 (ASA3) meets coverage objectives as well as has greater setback
(from Exhibit 9.06 of the application)

Node

Latitude

Longitude

H31m2

37.556445

-122.368700

Proposed Node

-122.369032

Viable location meets the coverage objective. New
steel pole in public ROW. Does not meet design
standards due to proximity to intersection.

H31 (ASA 1)

37.556155

Description

H31m1 (ASA 2)

37.556261

-122.368960

Viable location meets the coverage objective. New
steel pole in public ROW. Does not meet design
standards due to proximity to intersection.

H31m5 (ASA 3)

37.556201

-122.369103

Viable location meets the coverage objective. New
steel pole in public ROW.

Tower setback from H31m2 - 492 Pullman ADU is 22.5 feet
Tower location given as

in in application rec’d 29-April-2021

20. Shall not be permitted in any location that is closer to any residential dwelling than the average front yard setback for properties within 500 feet from the proposed site.

Alternate Tower H31m5 setback from nearest residence (3550 Ralston) is 74.5 feet
Tower location given as
in application rec’d 29-April-2021

Two Homes within 100’ of Alternate Tower H31m5
Average distance from tower is 78.4’

Tower setback 74.5 feet

Tower setback 82.3 feet

